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CATALOGS –
THE SECRET WEAPON 
IN A DIGITAL MARKETING MIX



CATALOGS 2.0:
STRONGER,  
SMARTER, MORE  
STRATEGIC

Imagine sitting in a conference 
room, around 2006. Maybe you were 
humming “Crazy” by Gnarls Barkley 
after hearing it on the way to work, 
sad about the death of the “Crocodile 
Hunter,” or scratching your head that 
the Academy Award for Best Picture 
went to Crash. Paris Hilton was one  
of the biggest stars in the world,  
so perhaps she was on your mind?  
(It’s okay, we won’t judge you.)

You know what you weren’t doing a 
decade ago? Recommending that a 
truly innovative way to engage your 
audience and push product was to… 
drumroll please… produce and  
send a print catalog.

Nope. The keyword was “innovation,” 
and print was seen as passé. At that 
time, the production of print catalogs 
was starting to decline, with retailers 
eschewing the expense of the printed 
pieces in favor of pushing more 
money into the digital realm. By 2012, 
the Direct Marketing Association said 
the number of print-only catalogs 
was down 50%.

Magazines felt the pinch too,  
and this Internet thing clearly  
wasn’t going away. Was print dead?
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OTHER THINGS PRONOUNCED DEAD

“ANY FEARS YOU HAVE PRODUCING 
A CURATED ASSORTMENT”

- KREBER, 2016

“LOVE” “ROCK AND ROLL” “THE WORLD WIDE WEB”
- TOKYO HOTEL, 2007 - LENNY KRAVITZ, 1995 - WIRED MAGAZINE, 2010

“HIP HOP”
- NAS, 2006 - CUT CHEMIST, 1973 - NIETZSCHE, 1883

“DISCO” “GOD”
- URBAN LEGEND, 1966
“PAUL”

Turns out - not so much. Or, if it was, 
then what’s risen from its ashes since  
is something altogether different.  
It walks and talks like a print catalog, 
but also acknowledges its new, more 
humble role. The successful print 
catalog of 2016 is an ensemble player 
in a digitally-led marketing mix, but a 
strong one at that.

The powerful print catalog of 2016 looks 
like something we’re all familiar with, 
but upon closer inspection, we see it’s 
stronger, smarter, and more strategic 
than its old-school counterpart. And 
it’s helping to make products fly out 
the door for retailers (and, interestingly, 
a good number of pure play e-tailers), 
both big and small.

Oh, what a little time, distance and 
perspective can do.

Print catalogs in particular are having  
a full-on moment right now, led by  
both traditional (JCPenney) and 

non-traditional retailers, like Bonobos  
(who started online first before moving 
into the brick-and-mortar space).

After taking away its “Big Book” in 2009, 
JCPenney realized what its customers 
were missing. In 2014, the retailer 
launched a new 120-page catalog for its 
Home Collections category.

A return to its roots? Yes, and one of  
the first signs of Catalog 2.0.

“Overwhelming research confirmed 
that customers prefer to browse  
a traditional printed piece before  
going online or to the store to make  
a purchase,” the company revealed  
in its 2014 annual report.

JCP calls it, “one part of a larger,  
planned promotional mix designed  
to entice customers,” echoing  
the modern take on what a catalog  
is and does. 
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SVP of Digital and Client Strategy  
(also known as the Retail Rebel),  
Jeremy Gustafson explains, “Catalogs 
are just an assortment of curated 
items with a theme, dates, and offers,” 
he says. “That approach can go in a 
printed book, an Instagram feed, an 
email, or all of the above. It’s not so 
much about the book itself driving the 
strategy, as it is the purpose behind 
your assortment that tells you — is 
this suitable for a print experience? 
And what other marketing materials 
are there to back up the story you 
want to tell?” 

In our age of digital distraction and 
ever-shortened attention spans, it’s 
Catalog 2.0 that’s allowing customers 
to dream a little about your brand 
and what it can do for their lives. 
Boden found that its catalog readers 
spend up to 20 minutes with a catalog, 
compared to 5 minutes on its app and 
8 seconds interacting with its emails.

As part of an overall marketing mix, 
perhaps even one that is rightfully 
digital-first, print catalogs re-assert 
their dominance by playing nice with 
the new kids on the block.

The best way to describe this renewed 
zeal for printed catalogs, as we’re now 
10 years out from their first decline? 
As someone super famous in 2006 
would say… Yep. That’s hot.

 A CATALOG IS ONE PART OF A 
LARGER, PLANNED PROMOTIONAL MIX 

DESIGNED TO ENTICE CUSTOMERS
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News@Kreber.com
Contact us to discuss how catalogs can fit into your digital marketing mix 

Printed Catalog Desktop

MERRELL

EXPRESS

Printed Catalog

Mobile

RUE21

Printed Catalog

Mobile

Today’s savviest marketers leverage the 
investment they make in developing 
the curated product assortment and not 
only bring them to life in a print catalog, 

but also deliver them in an optimized 
multi-channel way to meet consumers 
where they are: mobile, social, landing 
pages, and so forth.
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THESE KREBER-CREATED PIECES SHOW YOU MORE
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CATALOGS:  
MOST  
COMPELLING 
STORIES

Thinking, “Oh, okay... we could do  
this catalog thing” but wondering 
where to start? Beyond a mix of 
products, what can you really build a 
curated assortment around? 

At the end of 2015, Kreber conducted 
an audit of  almost two dozen 
retailers’ catalog offerings. These  
are the “top stories” and content 
types sitting behind most of them.

While Kreber did not create the art 
on the next few pages, we love how 
they illustrate and build around the 
simple stories our audit revealed. 
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Mark and Graham

CB2

Pottery Barn

Williams-Sonoma

West Elm

IKEA

CROSS-SELLING 
+       “Solutions” made from  

  products from different  
departments

+      Is reader-friendly  
(easy to shop)

+       Based on a theme  
(gifts, brand, lifestyle)  
and organized by style,   
pattern, color,  or collection

PRODUCT STORIES 
+      Interesting details behind 

products, brand, design,  
or materials

+      Can highlight craftsmanship 
or unique origins relevant  
to your audience  
(eco-friendly? innovative?)

PEOPLE STORIES 
+     Not just models - design  

team members,  employees, 
customers

+      Humanizes and puts  
a “face” to a brand;  
helps readers connect
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IKEA

Restoration 
Hardware

LIFESTYLE 
+     Influences catalog layout, 

structure, look, feel, voice

+      Environments, propping,  
lighting - all can be unique  
to you

+       Allows customers  
to “see” themselves in  
the book (or desire to)

Pier1 imports Sur la table

SEASONALITY 
+      How your catalog “works” 

within the time frame  
it’s distributed

+      Merges with what’s on  
customers’ minds

Image source: Company sites
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Pier1 imports

JCPenney

The Land of Nod

IKEA

NEW & EXCLUSIVE 
+     Products to get excited  

about - innovative design,  
solution or brand

+     “Only found here”

PROMOTIONS 
+     Offers, services, events,  

other incentives

+     Found most often: % off  
purchase, free shipping

Image source: Company sites

Image source: Company sites

News@Kreber.com Contact us to discuss how catalogs  
can fit into your digital marketing mix 
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Contact us to discuss how catalogs can fit into your digital marketing mix 

1.5X MORE
AMOUNT CUSTOMERS WITH CATALOGS SPEND, COMPARED TO NON-CATALOG CUSTOMERS (BONOBOS)

$4
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF SALES ONE CATALOG YIELDS, WHILE COSTING LESS THAN $1 TO PRODUCE (WSJ)

20%
NEW SALES ATTRIBUTED TO CATALOG CUSTOMERS (BONOBOS)

20 MINS
TIME CUSTOMERS SPEND WITH A CATALOG, COMPARED TO 5 MINUTES ON AN APP OR 8 SECONDS WITH AN EMAIL (BODEN)

CATALOGS:  
AS A SALES TOOL
One of the benefits of being “on a break” with print catalogs in recent years is 
being able to rediscover them, and their strengths, when compared to a digital-
only experience.

TALKING POINTS 
Use these stats to get your organization on board
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A CATALOG IS ONE OF THE BEST 
WAYS TO INVITE CUSTOMERS IN 

“Sell, sell, sell” can surely be a rally cry  
or guiding principle of any assortment  
of products, but as VP/Creative Director, 
William Sherman points out, don’t overlook 
the fact that a printed catalog can be an 
unparalleled tool for branding.

“A catalog is one of the best ways to invite 
customers in besides the store, and it serves 
a much different function than the role of a 
circular. While some retailers mix these roles, 
a true catalog should take the heart and soul 
of a brand and bring it directly to the shopper,” 
William says. 

“And as brick-and-mortar stores evolve or in 
some cases don’t exist, a catalog helps to tell 
the story that the retailer wants the shopper 
to experience. Every element, from the 
photography and copy voice down to the color 
palette and font choices demonstrate to the 
shopper who you are and, in many instances, 
who they may want to be.”

CATALOGS:  
AS A  
BRANDING
TOOL

News@Kreber.com
Contact us to discuss how catalogs can fit into your digital marketing mix 
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CATALOGS: 
OUR FAVORITE
SPREADS

Behind every creative choice is a 
series of decisions brands and agency 
teams discuss (and sometimes 
debate) in order to get the right mix 
of sales versus story.

On the next few pages, William  
walks us through some of his favorite 
Kreber-made catalog spreads from 
last year and tells just why they work 
so well. 
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BEVMO!
Make Your Gifting Bright
Capitalizing on the Advance  
Planning process for the  
season, we created a liquor, 
wine and beer destination that 
stood out from the  
competition.

The creative challenge  
was to utilize vendor  
photography and create  
an overall aesthetic that felt 
fresh and premium, while being 
organized and educational. 
Ultimately this was  
to drive people into the  
store to buy for all their  
celebration needs.”

JO-ANN
Makers Guide 
We worked with the Jo-Ann 
team to take 70-plus projects 
and develop not 1, not 2, but  
3 different project books that 
served as online inspiration 
look books. The content,  
selected with a particular  
skill level in mind, links back  
to existing resources on  
Joann.com, giving users a  
resource that’s fun and  
capitalizes on the mindset of 
the season.”
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News@Kreber.com Contact us to discuss how catalogs  
can fit into your digital marketing mix 

THIRTY-ONE
2016 Spring-Summer  
Collection
Thirty-One only has two  
Catalogs a year, and it’s a  
key selling and storytelling 
guide for their Consultants. 
With the Spring-Summer 
catalog cover, we wanted to be 
able to communicate all of the 
newness that gets Customers 
excited: new patterns, styles 
and personalization options. 
Plus, we wanted to show 
functionality and convey 
a sense of lifestyle without 
models, putting the gorgeous 
product front and center. 

As a style and trend story with 
a light touch that’s appropriate 
for the Thirty-One Customer, 
this cobalt story shows how the 
color carries through different 
categories of merchandise 
within Thirty-One. It also 
displays a sense of functionality 
and product pairings, simply.”
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